
It’s now April 3, 2023, and some 

Gnomes have returned to their Tree. 

It’s been an easy winter at the Tree; the Fairy left early last year because of an 

emergency in another State. There was lots of work to do from the beginning of 

this year through April as the flowers bloomed. “April showers bring May 

flowers”… (What was it doing???) (Raining)  

The Gnomes rebuilt a birdhouse into their first home.  

 Still, there was something different about the 

first Gnomes that moved in! I couldn’t put my finger on it just yet; I’m trying to 

think what it is.  

This Gnome house has a windmill on top that only runs at night; in the day, 

it’s a fixed winless windmill! There is electric power in the place too. Very funny.  

The tiny house on the South side of the Tree is now a GNOME house.  

Highlight



 

If you use Mom or Dad’s cameras with a flashlight app, shine the light 

through the TOP glass, & look in the Front glass (it’s a magic mirror), you can see 

how they live.  

 

The Large house now belongs to the fairies and is well-lived in today. Again, use 

Mom’s camera, and look through the glass in the front to see. 

 

 

 



The main entrance to the Gnome’s house is on the North side of the Tree. It 

has a massive door with a Gnome to guard or greet visitors.  

 

There is a deep hole next to the steps; I think that’s how the gnomes will go to 

work at night because it’s filled with old grass. Remember that the unique 

animals that the gnomes leap from the top of the Tree into the ground 

complained that it hurt when they jumped into that hard ground even when 

they puffed up in size, so they are making that LAUNCH pad closer to the 

bottom of the Tree.   

 

Some Gnomes lost a few friends the first few days they were here. The fairies 

flew around and found them one at a time during the day. They were tired 

and fell asleep until they “woke up a week later.”  

Some said a Monster thing captured them; others thought it was a big cat. 

What do you think it was? These gnomes looked so much shorter too???  

  



 

 

Memorial Day is the target day!  
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